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LPreg19-739

Spatial Vision

Number

Legally
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compliant?
Legally compliant Not Sound

Duty to Cooperate?

Representation

Response Date

Complies with the Duty

Our client broadly supports the Vision [para 3.1]. The Vision includes that "Housing will be of an amount, scale, quality, size and type that reflects the changing needs of Hambleton's communities and workforce". This is supported, however its achievement relies upon the
delivery of appropriate sites. As set out in our response to Policy HG1, our client's alternative sites (S/142/015, 016, 017) must be allocated for housing in advance of STK1 in order for this part of the vision to be achieved in Stokesley.

17/09/2020 11:07

1228038 Tom Gibbons

England Lyle Good

LPreg19-723

Sustainable
Development
Principles

S1

Legally compliant Sound

Complies with the Duty

The Council's proposed sustainable development principles that are set out in Policy S1, clearly imply the importance of ensuring that developments are sustainable and that they can contribute in a positive manner. Our client supports the Council's principles of how this is to
be achievable, particularly: "Meeting development needs through sustainable development that supports existing communities, making effective and efficient use of land, supporting social cohesion, minimising the need to travel and promoting sustainable modes of travel".
This approach clearly implies that there is a need to support existing communities, whilst ensuring that there is appropriate development being delivered. These principles that are set out are in accordance with the purpose of the planning system and how it is to contribute

17/10/2019 10:53

1228038 Tom Gibbons

England Lyle Good

LPreg19-725

Spatial
Distribution

S3

Legally compliant Sound

Complies with the Duty

The spatial distribution of sites across the district should follow a logical hierarchy to provide sustainable development. Our client supports the identification of Thirsk with Sowerby as a market own within the Settlement Hierarchy, which is displayed in Policy S3 in the
emerging Local Plan. Thirsk as a market town benefits from a variety of existing services and amenities. The allocation of this site [TIS 1] would contribute towards the overall target of delivering housing in the area, which the emerging Local Plan identifies as a focal point for
growth. This site would benefit from and support the wide range of services and facilities and good transport connections (Policy S3). The site is in close proximity to Thirsk town centre and other local amenities. There appears to be no significant restrictions which cannot be

17/10/2019 13:07

1229253 Wharfedale Homes

Wharfedale Homes

LPreg19-836

Design

E1

Legally compliant Sound

Complies with the Duty

LPreg19-721

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

This Policy is consistent with the guidance contained in the Framework; there is a clear focus on the delivery of high-quality, integrated development which takes account of its surroundings, terms of form and function, and re-enforcing local distinctiveness. This should provide 19/09/2019 15:23
a sound policy basis as a starting point by which to assess development schemes on a site-by-site basis, whilst providing sufficient flexibility for developers to respond to the different characteristics and technical considerations of a site. Our Client is largely supportive of the
Policy and its requirements. They are also pleased to note that the requirement for a detailed masterplanning process, and design code, is only limited to those residential sites of 200 or more dwellings. Applying this policy to all â€œmajorâ€ residen al development schemes
I wish to object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar, (LEB3) (ALT/B/004/033/E) being allocated for employment uses. The local plan is not legally compliant for the following reasons: 1. Failure to properly assess & provide information on alternative sites Councillors 17/10/2019 10:15
& council Officials have led residents to believe that two alternative sites to the west of the A1 have been assessed. One of the responses given was that if sited to the west there would be a significant impact on the landscape. I fail to understand why this can be considered
more important than the negative impact it would have if sited to the east & to the people who live there. I believe that HDC have not seriously considered the other sites but are led by local company influence & its own desire for LEP funding. If serious about the other two
sites HDC would have requested money to enable surveys to be carried out. The two amounts of money they asked for: £43,500 on 5th December 2017 & £67,000 on 4th September 2018 were both allocated to the Aiskew Moor site. This implies that this has been the only site
that has been seriously considered I spoke to one of the main land owners on Monday 9th December & he said that he is refusing HDC or any contractors hired by HDC, access onto his land & that if they trespass he will sue them. It is, therefore, not possible for HDC to have
carried out survey work on the land 2. Failure to follow recommendations of independent reports commissioned by HDC. A report by GL Hearn showed that Hambleton needs 34.7 Ha of land for the whole county, not just Leeming Bar. The council’s proposals used the “upper
end of range figures which were not entirely plausible”. The local plan would allow industry development on a huge scale of over 30 Ha around Leeming Bar only. The Employment Land Review in 2016 said that “given the residential setting it is unlikely to be suitable for
employment use”. 3. Fails to make information available to local residents & the community. The local planning authority must ensure that proposed submission documents are available for inspection. Submissions from the alternative sites consultation in 2017 were not made
available until 22nd August 2019, less than three weeks before the representations period will close. On 12th September, six days before the end of the representations period, a brief paragraph beginning “Still time to make comments on Hambleton’s New Local Plan”,
appeared on This is Northallerton & Thirsk, a twice monthly online newsletter sent out by the HDC business & economy team. 4. Failure to consult all landowners: As Leemng Bar residents whose property was initially included in the designated area LEB3, we were not
contacted by HDC’s planning department to request the inclusion of our property in the plan. We were told of the proposed development by a landowner neighbour who showed us a letter he had received from HDC planning department. I contacted the planning department
& was told that this had been an oversight & our property should not have been included but that there was no need for concern as the area would all be landscaped if the development were to go ahead. However, on a plan included in Public Document pack for the HDC
cabinet meeting 5th December 2017, our property was still included & one of the statements within the pack said that all landowners were agreeable to their land being included in the local plan. This was not true as we hadn’t been consulted. In more recent conversations it
would appear that the three main landowners had been consulted & not all as we had been led to believe. The local plan is not sound for the following reasons: 1.No local workforce “ There is near full employment in Hambleton so workers are travelling here from other areas.
Around 100 workers travel to the Vale of Mowbray factory on a daily basis from Teesside. They are always advertising for staff & cannot fulfil the majority of positions locally. The majority of workers at the big companies on the industrial estate are from Eastern Europe. These
workers are not contributing to our local economy i.e. they are not spending their wages here of paying council tax in the district.

1095050 Mr David Harris

Dan
Mitchell

Barton Willmore LLP

2. No public transport “ There is limited public transport in the area meaning that workers have to travel into the area by car therefore contributing to carbon emissions at time when councils should be aiming to reduce them. HDC talks about being an environmentally-friendly
council but siting an industrial estate in such a place where people all have to travel to by car goes completely against their so-called principles. Fails on three of Hambleton District Council’s Priorities: Enhancing health & wellbeing “ Speaking from experience, the health &
wellbeing of Leeming Bar residents has suffered greatly since residents became aware of the proposed industrial estate & also for those living in the vicinity of the existing industrial estate. As well as taking up valuable time in a constant battle with the authority which is
supposed to be supporting residents, the stress & constant worry is a huge burden. Added to that, some of the biggest companies on the industrial estate & no doubt looking towards future expansion, are manufacturing products such as ice-cream, soft drinks & pies which are
adding to the health issues of our country. Caring for the environment “ If this development happens on fields with surrounding trees & hedgerows then it will be detrimental to the environment. The surrounding land supports many endangered species whose habitat will be
further eroded. Providing a special place to live “ No-one in this area of Leeming Bar has any desire to live on an industrial estate. We have long been aware of the many issues facing residents on Leases Road who live alongside the industrial estate & who are experiencing antisocial behaviour on a grand scale. HDC has recently put in place a public space protection order around the existing industrial estate to protect residents from the anti-social behaviour of some lorry drivers. This behaviour includes, dangerous parking, noise from refrigeration
units & traffic movement at all hours, litter, using the pavements as an open toilet & throwing human excrement into residents gardens. The PSPO is currently proving difficult implement & it is being ignored. Residents should not be put in the position of having to live with this
behaviour & the fact that HDC have been forced to put a PSPO in place is proof that siting industrial estate or the inappropriate expansion of them in residential areas is going to create more of the same issues. If this development goes ahead [REDACTED] will be surrounded by
industrial units, as will others in our street. It is wrong & it is un-acceptable. Tourism - The Pembroke Caravan Park has been supporting the tourism industry for many years hosting vistors to the Wensleydale Railway & being centrally placed for those touring surrounding areas
such as the Yorkshire Dales to the west & the North Yorkshire Moors to the east. At the meeting with HDC on 21st August 2019, [REDACTED], one of the owners expressed his concerns which were “Who would want to stay on a caravan park in the middle of industrial estate?”
The council leader present, Mick Jewitt, then made a comment which insinuated that the caravan park was of little importance as the wider picture had to be considered. Prime agricultural land will be lost for ever “ NFU president, Minette Batters has recently expressed
concern about our decline of self-sufficiency as a nation. In 1984 our country was 78% self-sufficient but new figures put the level of self-sufficiency at only 61%. The NFU recognise that the UK will never be totally self-sufficient, but with an ever increasing population, they are
calling on the government to make sure it doesn’t fall below this level. This call was made on 11th August this year, twelve days into this representations period & the day our country would have run out of food had we been reliant on only British food from January 1st. The
Aiskew Moor site is grade 2 agricultural farmland & is constantly in use for growing valuable crops. It should remain this way. Conclusion I am requesting that the independent inspector who considers the local plan takes into consideration all the issues that have been raised
by those who have responded to it. The procedure & the reasons behind the selection of the Aiskew Moor site need to be thoroughly investigated & any development of it rejected. I would like to participate at the hearings sessions should the inspector wish to discuss any of
the issues I have raised.

1221627 Mr Christopher
Wilson

LPreg19-1065

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area As previously raised and this communication merely emphasises the strength of my feeling against this unnecessary plan. 18/09/2019 16:05

1237817 Mrs E Bowes

LPreg19-1067

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area Get the industrial estates sorted that we already have. They are both a disgrace, massive dangerous pot holes and
18/09/2019 16:19
overgrown plots stood empty. We don't need more large lorries fouling the environment. We need to keep our lovely countryside for the future of our children. We have enough industry for our small village. Spend the money on taking care of what we have got. The roads on
the industrial estates we already have are riddled with massive dangerous pot holes . Perhaps if the cycle race had been going round them they would have been repaired and new surface laid.

1223127 Mr David Hennessey

LPreg19-1075

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

1237958 Rebecca & Bobby
Anderson & Carlin

LPreg19-1069

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area Spoiling lovely area, bringing too much traffic, causing area to be too busy. Already have industrial estate and too many
lorry's passing through don't need anymore taking away beautiful landscapes. Not only spoiling things for residents around here it will drive away tourists.

1237966 Stephen Dale

LPreg19-1071

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area 1. Leeming Bar is no longer a country village, it is an industrial site. The Council proposals will exacerbate the situation. 2. 18/09/2019 09:16
The loss of countryside is irreversible and shameful. 3. There will be no benefit to local employment opportunities, workers will be bussed in, thereby adding to the excess traffic problems which are being experienced now. 4. Don't ruin our village “ it is our home.

1237971 Catherine Tallentire

LPreg19-1073

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area All of the above. The road is already congested at peak times, mainly with lorries, and the roundabout are inadequate for 19/09/2019 09:32
traffic (lanes not wide enough). The turning to Fencote along Low Street is dangerous. There is enough industry at Leeming Bar; any more will further devalue domestic properties.

1237981 Mr & Mrs A Sedman

LPreg19-1077

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area The noise, smell and light polution we already suffer from the exsisting factories is terrible so to increase this further
would only add to the load of lack of enjoyment to our home and family time. The lorries are destroying our village and very few employees actually live in this area. Maybe a council worker should do a night survey to see the *illuminations* from all the spot lights used on a
night and those noise which wakes residents. The loss of countryside, wildlife, views, character of village and pollution will increase!!!

20/09/2019 10:03

1237993 Mr Michael Little

LPreg19-1079

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area The negative effect upon the local environment through such as the loss of wildlife habitat, greenfields, and the
"swamping" of the village on a sea of "industrial concrete". Also the traffic and its noise is bad enough without the inevitable rise that would result from such development. Rest assured that my objections do not end with this missive.

03/10/2019 10:29

19/09/2019 09:37

18/09/2019 08:44

1238000 Oaklands Residential
Home

Oaklands Residential
Home

LPreg19-1081

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

20/09/2019 10:39

1238000 Oaklands Residential
Home

Oaklands Residential
Home

LPreg19-1083

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of

20/09/2019 10:39

1238000 Oaklands Residential
Home

Oaklands Residential
Home

LPreg19-1085

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

20/09/2019 10:39

1237797 Mr & Mrs Bland

LPreg19-1064

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area The postcard “ this was received on 13th September. Great planning as per usual as demonstrated in Newby Wiske. Yet
again Hambleton Council are planning to destroy the countryside, destroy the local habitat, flora and fauna, destroy the local community. Increase noise, pollution and all for money!! Well done! We disagree.

1237812 Dan Walker

LPreg19-1066

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area The loss of countryside. The loss of views. The loss of greenfields, trees, hedgerows. The impact on house prices. The rise 18/09/2019 16:13
in traffic and noise.

1237824 Leanne Baker

LPreg19-1068

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar
LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area The loss of safe walking areas for dogs and children. Increase in traffic, noise and light pollution. The character of the
village will be lost resulting in reduction of tourism “ which will impact local businesses. Who whats to visit a village built up with factories and lorries? We already have a sufficient industrial estate in Leeming Bar. There would also be a HUGE LOSS of wildlife habitats!

1223127 Mr David Hennessey

LPreg19-1074

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area The loss of even more countryside in a village that has been taken over by these sites. The impact on local roads, they are 19/09/2019 09:37
already a mess and never repaired. Let people live in peace for good sake. Will it even help local people and local employment “ majority of workers come from out of the area. Impact on wildlife / increase in pollution / loss of village to industry.

1237954 Mary Parvin

LPreg19-1070

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area The damage that the proposed plan will have on the wildlife, environment and the already existing homes and
businesses. Employees are currently bussed in from Teesside everyday, if the business in question increases size and output even more workers will need to be brought in by bus. This will be detrimental to pollution and the carbon footprint.

18/09/2019 08:44

1237968 Stacey McIntosh

LPreg19-1072

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area that its unnecessary.

18/09/2019 09:24

1237979 Mr & Mrs R Tallentire

LPreg19-1076

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area We get enough traffic (too much) down Low Street. There are heavy haulage vehicles going to Kirkby Fleetham and our
home shakes as they pass. They have churned the grass verges up trying to pass each other, resulting in big pot holes. If you pass this we are going o get more traffic past on a little country road. You mention that 34 hectares are required for the whole county why has 30
hectares to be at Leeming Bar? All the work force will have to travel from outside areas causing congestion and pollution. I thought the council should be reducing pollution. This is a stupid deal from the council. Taking good agricultural land with not a thought to local
residents.

19/09/2019 09:56

1237985 B & S Gibbens

LPreg19-1078

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area The residential area would be almost completely surrounded. The loss of countryside, fields, trees and wildlife habitat.
The rise in traffic, noise and light pollution. The loss of open spaces and views affecting tourism “ the village as a whole.

03/10/2019 10:12

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar
LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

I object to the land at Aiskew Moor, East of Leeming Bar (LEB 3) being allocated for employment uses and my concerns about Hambleton's Local Plan area Pollution from extra traffic, not enough amenities to cope with the huge influx of people. Lack of open space.

20/09/2019 10:39

1238000 Oaklands Residential
Home

Oaklands Residential
Home

LPreg19-1080

1238000 Oaklands Residential
Home

Oaklands Residential
Home

LPreg19-1082

1238000 Oaklands Residential
Home

Oaklands Residential
Home

LPreg19-1084

LEB 3: Aiskew
Moor, east of
Leeming Bar

LPreg19-1044

GTA 1: Skottowe
Crescent, Great
Ayton

1062462 Mr Ernest
Collingwood

18/09/2019 15:57

18/09/2019 16:29

20/09/2019 10:39

20/09/2019 10:39

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

[This is a petition with 22 signatures] Access to this site will be taken from Skottowe Crescent and Church Drive. We are amazed at the total lack of consideration given to these vulnerable and elderly residents and feel that they should have been formally approached and
07/11/2019 09:10
consulted to seek their views before publishing the HDC Planning preference. There appears to have been a total disregard for Councillor Brian Phillip's 'Forward' as referred to in the attached letter. General Comments on Site Selection Before commenting on the Plan we
would like to quote from Councillor Brian Phillip's 'Forward' in the New Local Plan for Hambleton Issues and Options Consultation as follows: key priorities - 3 of which are Enhancing Health and Wellbeing Caring for the Environment Providing a special place to live protecting
what is special about Hambleton the Plan will also look to protect and enhance our countryside, historic buildings and unique character of our villages. With the above in mind we would comment on the plan as follows. We would contend that the site selection methodology
and scoring process in the Sustainability Appraisal is a personal opinionated process and not definitive. The selection process should include a reasoned justification for both the selection of preferred site and the rejection of others based upon proportionate evidence for
reasons of transparency. Site ALT/S/058/016 scores poorly in;a number of aspects namely: poorly related to the existing settlement detrimental impact upon a number of historic buildings including Great Ayton Conservation Area unresolved issues of surface water
management/flooding significant unresolved issue relating to discharge of waste water (sewage) unresolved ecological concerns in particular access to Church Drive highway access issues regarding both Church Drive and Skottowe Crescent. Significant adverse impacts should
be avoided and wherever possible alternative options which reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued and supporting evidence provided. We are at a loss to understand why the planners reversed their original decision that the site (ALT/S/058/016) was not suitable
to now preferred, in particular when taking into account the Sustainability Appraisal Assessment commentary/conclusion.
We would ask the following questions: (a) What has changed to steer the planners to conclude that Skottowe should now be preferred? (b) Have the planners been influenced by Parish Council Members? In previous correspondence to HDC Planning we identified that the
Parish Council report was incorrect, misleading and did not reflect the views of the vast majority of Great Ayton's community. It should be noted that discussions took place between the Parish Council and developers during the consultation phase which we feel was
inappropriate and questionable. We note that site (ALT/S/058/016) was: deemed unsuitable by Historic England deemed unsuitable by Natural England deemed unsuitable by Carter Jonas LLP on behalf of Taylor Wimpey UK Ltd opposed by 76 of the 83 respondents to the
consultation.
Regarding the Sustainability Appraisal Assessment Schedule we would comment as follows: Sustainability Assessment Objective (SAO) SAO 1 Commentary notes that 'this site is in a sensitive location, however, mitigation and enhancement measures may be appropriate.
Further assessment will be required'.
If you cannot be more specific, this section should be scored red. SAO3 Regarding connectivity to public transport, with specific reference to the train station, this criteria should be scored red due to the remote location of the train station and infrequency of service. SAO5 We
agree that the site is in a highly sensitive location where harm caused by development cannot be mitigated - red score. SAO8 We note that the site was deemed not suitable by Natural England in their response to the consultation period ending in June 2017. We would,
therefore, expect this criteria to be scored red. SAO9 The site does not have good connectivity to the village facilities. Access to the site can only be achieved from Skottowe Crescent and is therefore isolated from the main centre of the village by the Al 73, a busy through road.
As previously stated in our submission letter of July 2017, the development of this site is not appropriate because it does not have safe and direct access onto a main road. Access would be via a relatively long narrow curved road with kerbside parking. A junction with Skottowe
Crescent and Guisborough Road is at the apex of a dangerous blind bend. We note that comments made by D Holmes Properties engineering consultant, Topping Engineers, working on behalf of the land owner, are misleading as they do not make reference to the right turn
manoeuvre onto Skottowe Crescent from A173. As outlined in our previous correspondence . They also state that the centre of Great Ayton is approximately 300m to the south of the proposed development which in our opinion is incorrect. Distance to main shopping area and
village library approx 1,000m south east, Roseberry Academy 1,300m, Health Centre over l,000m and cricket and football facility 1,700m. During recent footpath resurfacing works on Skottowe Crescent the contractor working for Hambleton Highways had to install three way
traffic light control with the A173 to mitigate risks using this junction . Residents were asked to restrict parking on the Crescent in order to facilitate safe access in particular adjacent to the junction with the A173. Has a specific risk assessment been carried out by North
Yorkshire Highways, and if so, should this be available for inspection? We feel this site does not have good connectivity and should be scored red. SAO 10 The commentary states 'that this site is in a sensitive location, however, mitigation measures may be appropriate. Further
assessment may be required'. Given the important contribution that the site makes to the significance of the conservation area and the listed buildings, including the Church of All Saints' which is the oldest recorded building in Great Ayton (circa 12th century) and its church
yard which is the burial ground of the Cook family (James Cook's mother and siblings). When taking into account the importance of these assets they should be more heavily weighted . We would request evidence that any harm to heritage assets that may arise from the
development of this site is fully justified and evidenced to ensure they are appropriate, including mitigation measures. We would contend that this site should be scored red. SAO 11 The decision aiding prompt states that 'the development make provision of sufficient market
size and type meets local housing needs etc'. What evidence is there to suggest that further housing for local needs is required - is this supported by a viability appraisal? It is clear that given the complexities of the site that there will be significant cost to overcome which will be
further compounded if social housing is to be included in the development. Is the development of 30 number houses on this site economically viable? If not, there are other alternative sites which have been identified which would fulfil all the criteria including viability. We
would suggest that this section be scored amber/red. SAO 12 The prompt score is Neutral - we would contend the site development would increase the risk of crime and the fear of crime. Currently Church Drive and Skottowe Crescent have single point road/pedestrian access
off the A 173. Linking Skottowe Crescent with Church Drive would produce through movement thereby increasing the opportunity for crime, the fear of crime and unsociable behaviour. We would contend that this should be scored amber/red. Utility Provision Has
Northumbrian Water Authority viewed in detail how their current sewage system within Skottowe Crescent will cope with the additional flow requirements from this development? At present the existing system is not well engineered (tight bends etc) and has been blocked on
a number of occasions over the last few years. Whilst NWA were carrying out a video examination of the outfall pipework the camera became stuck and after a lot of difficulty was recovered. A viable assessment is required for consideration. Third Party Land Ownership With
regard to Comment ID31 dated 20th July, 2017, Mr R Millington states that access to the site can only be obtained by crossing a strip of land to which he claims ownership rights. It would, therefore, seem inappropriate to propose the site as preferred for development when
this may not be deliverable. Whilst writing we would like to refer to site area ALT/S/058/006 the previously preferred site, in particular, SA05 and note it is scored red due to its impact on form and character of a settlement. We are at a loss as to why this elongated strip of
land running alongside Easby Lane was chosen from the original field submission. It would make more sense and the impact significantly reduced if the field alongside Angrove had been chosen (refer to marked up plan attached) and would provide an opportunity to develop a
strategic plan for the longer term growth of the village . Was this alternative considered and if so what was the outcome? In conclusion, we consider the proposed site ALT/S/058/016 'land off Skottowe Crescent" is not sound as it does not meet all the 'Tests of Soundness'. The
site is poorly related to the settlement and its loss to development would harm the setting of the Conservation Area and a number of listed buildings . It is evident that there are a number of unresolved issues as noted in the SAO Review above that bring into question the
overall deliverability of the site. We look forward to receiving your response .

1050608 Mrs Sue Wilkinson

LPreg19-1043

GTA 1: Skottowe
Crescent, Great
Ayton

Legally compliant Not Sound

Complies with the Duty

[petition with 9 signatures] General Comments on Site Selection Before commenting on the Plan we would like to quote from Councillor Brian Phillip's 'Forward' in the New Local Plan for Hambleton Issues and Options Consultation as follows:
06/11/2019 15:58
Key priorities - 3 of which are Enhancing Health and Wellbeing, Caring for the Environment Providing a special place to live, and Protecting what is special about Hambleton - the Plan will also look to protect and enhance our countryside, historic buildings and unique character
of our villages. With the above in mind we would comment on the plan as follows. We would contend that the site selection methodology and scoring process in the Sustainability Appraisal is a personal opinionated process and not definitive. The selection process should
include a reasoned justification for both the selection of preferred site and the rejection of others based upon proportionate evidence for reasons of transparency. Site ALT/S/058/016 scores poorly in a number of aspects namely:
poorly related to the existing settlement
detrimental impact upon a number of historic buildings including Great Ayton Conservation Area
unresolved issues of surface water management/flooding
significant unresolved issue relating to discharge of waste water (sewage)
unresolved ecological concerns in particular access to Church Drive
highway access issues regarding both Church Drive and Skottowe Crescent.
Significant adverse impacts should be avoided and wherever possible alternative options which reduce or eliminate such impacts should be pursued and supporting evidence provided. We are at a loss to understand why the planners reversed their original decision that the site
(ALT/S/058/016) was not suitable to now preferred, in particular when taking into account the Sustainability Appraisal Assessment commentary/conclusion.
We would ask the following questions: (a) What has changed to steer the planners to conclude that Skottowe should now be preferred? (b) Have the planners been influenced by Parish Council Members? In previous correspondence to HDC Planning we identified that the
Parish Council report was incorrect, misleading and did not reflect the views of the vast majority of Great Ayton's community. It should be noted that discussions took place between the Parish Council and developers during the consultation phase which we feel was
inappropriate and questionable. We note that site (ALT/S/058/016) was:
deemed unsuitable by Historic England
deemed unsuitable by Natural England
deemed unsuitable by Carter Jonas LLP on behalf of Taylor Wimpey UK Ltd
opposed by 76 of the 83 respondents to the consultation.
Regarding the Sustainability Appraisal Assessment Schedule we would comment as follows: Sustainability Assessment Objective (SAO) SA0 1 Commentary notes that 'this site is in a sensitive location, however, mitigation and enhancement measures may be appropriate.
Further assessment will be required'. If you cannot be more specific, this section should be scored red.

SA03 Regarding connectivity to public transport, with specific reference to the train station, this criteria should be scored red due to the remote location of the train station and infrequency of service. SA05 We agree that the site is in a highly sensitive location where harm
caused by development cannot be mitigated -red score. SA08 We note that the site was deemed not suitable by Natural England in their response to the consultation period ending in June 2017. We would, therefore, expect this criteria to be scored red. SA09 The site does not
have good connectivity to the village facilities. Access to the site can only be achieved from Skottowe Crescent and is therefore isolated from the main centre of the village by the A 173, a busy through road. As previously stated in our submission letter of July 2017, the
development of this site is not appropriate because it does not have safe and direct access onto a main road. Access would be via a relatively long narrow curved road with kerbside parking. A junction with Skottowe Crescent and Guisborough Road is at the apex of a
dangerous blind bend. We note that comments made by D Holmes Properties engineering consultant, Topping Engineers, working on behalf of the land owner, are misleading as they do not make reference to the right tum manoeuvre onto Skottowe Crescent from A 173. As
outlined in our previous correspondence . They also state that the centre of Great Ayton is approximately 300m to the south of the proposed development which in our opinion is incorrect. Distance to main shopping area and village library approx 1,000m south east,Roseberry
Academy 1,300m, Health Centre over 1,000m and cricket and football facility l,700m. During recent footpath resurfacing works on Skottowe Crescent the contractor working for Hambleton Highways had to install three way traffic light control with the A 173 to mitigate risks
using this junction. Residents were asked to restrict parking on the Crescent in order to facilitate safe access in particular adjacent to the junction with the Al 73. Has a specific risk assessment been carried out by North Yorkshire Highways, and if so, should this be available for
inspection? We feel this site does not have good connectivity and should be scored red. SAO 10 The commentary states 'that this site is in a sensitive location, however, mitigation measures may be appropriate. Further assessment may be required'. Given the important
contribution that the site makes to the significance of the conservation area and the listed buildings, including the Church of All Saints' which is the oldest recorded building in Great Ayton (circa 12th century) and its church yard which is the burial ground of the Cook family
(James Cook's mother and siblings). When taking into account the importance of these assets they should be more heavily weighted. We would request evidence that any harm to heritage assets that may arise from the development of this site is fully justified and evidenced to
ensure they are appropriate, including mitigation measures. We would contend that this site should be scored red. SAO 11 The decision aiding prompt states that 'the development make provision of sufficient market size and type meets local housing needs etc'. What
evidence is there to suggest that further housing for local needs is required - is this supported by a viability appraisal? It is clear that given the complexities of the site that there will be significant cost to overcome which will be further compounded if social housing is to be
included in the development. Is the development of 30 number houses on this site economically viable? If not, there are other alternative sites which have been identified which would fulfil all the criteria including viability. We would suggest that this section be scored
amber/red. SA012 The prompt score is Neutral - we would contend the site development would increase the risk of crime and the fear of crime. Currently Church Drive and Skottowe Crescent have single point road/pedestrian access off the A 173. Linking Skottowe Crescent
with Church Drive would produce through movement thereby increasing the opportunity for crime, the fear of crime and unsociable behaviour. We would contend that this should be scored amber/red. Utility Provision Has Northumbrian Water Authority viewed in detail how
their current sewage system within Skottowe Crescent will cope with the additional flow requirements from this development? At present the existing system is not well engineered (tight bends etc) and has been blocked on a number of occasions over the last few years. Whilst
NWA were carrying out a video examination of the outfall pipework the camera became stuck and after a lot of difficulty was recovered. A viable assessment is required for consideration. Third Party Land Ownership With regard to Comment ID31 dated 20th July, 2017, Mr R
Millington states that access to the site can only be obtained by crossing a strip of land to which he claims ownership rights. It would, therefore, seem inappropriate to propose the site as preferred for development when this may not be deliverable. Whilst writing we would
like to refer to site area ALT/S/058/006 the previously preferred site, in particular, SAO5 and note it is scored red due to its impact on form and character of a settlement. We are at a loss as to why this elongated strip of land running alongside Easby Lane was chosen from the
original field submission. It would make more sense and the impact significantly reduced if the field alongside Angrove had been chosen (refer to marked up plan attached) and would provide an opportunity to develop a strategic plan for the longer term growth of the village .
Was this alternative considered and if so what was the outcome? In conclusion, we consider the proposed site ALT/S/058/016 'land off Skottowe Crescent" is not sound as it does not meet all the 'Tests of Soundness'. The site is poorly related to the settlement and its loss to
development would harm the setting of the Conservation Area and a number of listed buildings. Itis evident that there are a number of unresolved issues as noted in the SAO Review above that bring into question the overall deliverability of the site.

